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T FrontFanz brings content creators and their fans into Web3 while 

leaving banks and payment merchants in the rearview. Built on 
the Polygon (MATIC) blockchain, FrontFanz is a content subscription
service designed for any kind of legal content. As a Web3 platform, 
FrontFanz does not impose anybiases on the kind of content that is
accepted and promoted on the platform. The platform proudly 
prioritizes fostering a safe space free of kink shame -  focused on 
creativity and guaranteeing creators are never at risk of censorship,
chargebacks, deplatforming,or demonetization.

FrontFanz is a female-founded venture led by Stacey Carlaa, who
is  a content creator, internationally published model and innovator.
Under Stacey's leadership, the team has developed an intimate
understanding of how Web2 subscription services have failed to meet
the needs of content creators and how to navigate away from that
model.

The digital adult industry's market size has grown to become one of 
the most valuable digital sectors in the world with a market value of
44.8 billion in 2022. This figure is forecasted to exceed 200 billion by 
2032.  The online adult industry potential has been compromised by
banking biases and inadequate technology development making
it difficult for content creators to sell 18+ content online and reach 
their target audience through traditional channels like social media.

The 4x growth this industry is to experience over the next decade will 
be driven by technology that disrupts these barriers and reduces the 
adult industy's reliance on traditional banking, moving towards defi, 
including permissionless technology and borderless payments like 
blockchain, and crypto currency.

FrontFanz is a platform built by creators, for creators

 1 “Market Study on Digital Adult Content: Enhancing Customer Interaction, COVID-19, and Evolving Technology Fuels Demand.”
www.persistencemarketresearch.com, April 2022, 
https://www.persistencemarketresearch.com/market-research/digital-adult-content-market.asp.
2Adult Entertainment Market: Global Industry Analysis.” www.researchandmarkets.com, April 2021, 
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5345691/adult-entertainment-market-type-prostitution 
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FrontFanz is a Web3 subscription platform that offers cutting-
edge livestream and video subscription features. The platform
uses $FANX as its end-to-end token economy, which allows
creators to sell their content online without banking
intermediaries while users can anonymously subscribe to their
favorite creators and earn $FANX tokens and NFT rewards for
using the platform. 

The $FANX utility token provides borderless payments to
creators plus a host of other features for fans to enjoy including
subscription based content, live streaming, NFTs, and digital
collectibles. The platform is live and has already signed 400+
individual creators as well as partnerships with leading talent
agencies who will bring thousands of additional creators onto
the platform. As a platform built by industry veterans, this
product is validated by some of the most successful content
creators in the adult digital entertainment space. 

MiSSiON
The FrontFanz mission is to create the first set of disruptive tools
in the basis of a permissionless subscription platform that
allows all creators to produce their content, monetise their
brand, enabling protections from deplatforming and
demonetisation. Offering Web 3 and defi solutions. FrontFanz
values the ability for creators to authentically engage with their
audience — it does not restrict, control, or change the way
creators and fans interact. Allowing for seamless intimate peer
to peer interactions with your favourite models.
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FrontFanz flagship ambassador and advisor is Daniel
O’Reilly (aka DapperLaughs) — a UK-based comedian with
over 1 million followers across social media. Dapper has
amassed a strong fanbase across social media from his
skit-style comedy, as well as from starring on several reality
TV shows including the UK’s “Big Brother.” As an advisor,
DapperLaughs will help onboard new creators and advise on
how to continuously update the platform to optimize fan-
engagement and bring innovative user experiences into
Web3.

Mature Content

Beauty

Gaming

Travel

Health & Fitness

Lifestyle

Do-It-Yourself
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Approximately 65% of all online traffic is from video. 3 Most of this
video content is distributed through private companies like Youtube,
Patreon, OnlyFans, and other platforms. Content distributed through
these channels is heavily censored, limiting the kinds of content that
can be shared. 

FrontFanz is a technology, not a business. The platform is a
permissionless solution to connect fans and creators. While FrontFanz
only allows legal content, the platform does not enforce topic-based
content guidelines, limit creativity, or handle the payments to and
from creators — these features are automated at the smart contract
level, allowing creators to be themselves and to authentically connect
with fans.

Privacy

Since most content is shared through third party sites, users are
constantly giving out PII (Personally Identifiable Information) such as
their name, email, home address, and even banking information.
Platforms that require personal information are storing this
information, and users are constantly at risk of this information being
compromised or stolen. 

FrontFanz runs on Polygon — a peer-to-peer network that does not
require an account, email, or credit card to set up. To use FrontFanz,
users simply need a Web3 wallet. This decentralized infrastructure
means both platform creators’ and fans' privacy is protected — users
can interact with FrontFanz creators without giving up any personal
information, ensuring users stay discreet and safe.
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Traditional Banking

One of the biggest pain points in the creator space is payments and
banking solutions. Traditional banking and payment rails are not
friendly to the adult entertainment industry; whether it is having to wait
10 days to receive payment, struggling to send funds across borders,
or dealing with payment delays or chargebacks, the creators have
very little recourse with the banks and payment processors that are
essential for these creators to run their business and generate an
income.

As an MATIC token, the $FANX utility token and other digital assets like
$ETH can be seamlessly sent peer-to-peer between creators and fans
— no banks or intermediary services are required. FrontFanz helps
creators get paid instantly from anywhere in the world without the
need to work with intermediaries like banks, most of which charge
service fees and put creators at risk due to delayed settlements and
payment chargebacks.

Collection of Personally Identifiable User Information

Privacy should not be a privilege, but a right — this is the goal of Web3.
To use platforms like OnlyFans today, a user must disclose personal
information like their name, email, date of birth, and credit card
information. This poses significant risk to the user: what if the platform
is hacked and their information is stolen? As a Web3 powered
platform, FrontFanz users pay for subscriptions, NFTs, and other
features through their Web3 wallet — this requires zero personal
information, allowing fans to stay completely anonymous on the
platform.

3 Sandvine's 2023 Global Internet Phenomena Report Shows 24% Jump in Video Traffic, with Netflix Volume Overtaking YouTube.” 
https://www.prnewswire.com, January 17, 2023, 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/sandvines-2023-global-internet-phenomena-report-shows-24-jump-in-video-traffic-with-
netfli x-volume-overtaking-youtube-
301723445.html#:~:text=Video%20Responsible%20for%2065%25%20of,65%25%20of%20all%20internet%20traffic. 
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Utilizing FrontFanz the new web 3 Dapp created by Adult Web 2
creators to address the normal concerns of creators in a
conscientious way. FrontFanz runs on Polygon, so users are able to
pay, send, and receive both $ETH and $FANX.

Once $ETH or $FANX has been deposited into the platform, users are
free to access all features and services. Initially, the main platform
currency will be $ETH, which can be used to pay for all features
including:

1. Subscription-Based Content
2. Live Streaming
3. Premium Content
4. Access to 1-1 Private Video Calls & Chat Rooms
5. Tipping Creators
6. Purchasing NFTs and Digital Collectibles
7. Buying Digital & Physical Goods on the FrontFanz Marketplace

The platform also has several premium features available for users.
To access the premium section of the platform, users must use
$FANX. Premium features include:

1. Earning Platform Points (which can be used to get premium access
to the FrontFanz platform)
2. Purchasing NFTs
3. Purchasing Live Event Tickets
4. Purchasing Physical or Digital Goods from the FrontFanz
marketplace
5. Purchasing Creator Coins
6. Allowing Creators to Mint NFTs and Creator Coins
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Utility 1: Platform Points

Holders can accumulate $FANX and platform points and
redeem them for rewards including VIP perks. Platform
points are earned through engagement on the platform.
They also grant premium access to the platform including
VIP content & video, NFT, and creator coin discounts.
Points will give users the following benefits:

1. Discounts on in-platform purchases — there will be 5
discount levels for users as listed below:
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SCORE REQUiRED

DiSCOUNT
%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%
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2. Raffle tickets for FrontFanz live events — raffle tickets can be purchased
with $FANX, and users who earn points will automatically receive raffle
tickets on a 1:1 basis. Live events will include:

• The FrontFanz official launch party
• FrontFanz official photoshoots
• Community gatherings and meet-ups
• Themed parties (Halloween, Christmas, and other holidays & special
celebrations)

3. Access to premium, exclusive content — creators can make exclusive
content, host private video calls, and sell explicit merchandise to fans who
hold a certain number of points, so being above a specific point threshold
can unlock exclusive content from a user’s favorite creators. 

4. Eligibility for airdrop platform giveaways — point totals will make users
eligible for airdropped platform giveaways including creator NFTs. These
NFTs will be exclusive 1-on-1 photos that the creator made just for the
points holder, bringing the fan and creator experience to a new level.

Utility 2: Creator & FrontFanz NFT Drops

Creator NFTs
Creator NFTs are issued by creators on FrontFanz, providing fans insider
access to their favorite creators including:

• Discounts for creator content
• Private messaging
• Access to ‘tagged’ content.
• Private 1-1 content made specifically for NFT holders
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FrontFanz NFT Drops:
FrontFanz NFT Drops are issued by FrontFanz,
and unlock extra features on the platform
including:

• Discounts on platform and/or creator content
(including NFTs, merchandise, subscriptions,
and live events)
• Profile skins (allowing users to create a
custom background with different fonts and
colors on their user page)
• Chat skin (styles a user’s chat messages with
personalized font and icons)
• Priority access to up and coming FrontFanz
features

Utility 3: NFT MECHANICS
NFTs can only be purchased with $FANX tokens
with the following breakdown:
1. 70% goes to the creator
2. 25% goes to the company
3. 2.5% is burned
4. 2.5% goes to rewards

Utility 4: FANZ Marketplace & Digital Goods
$FANX can be used in the marketplace to
purchase physical and digital goods. The
marketplace will feature creator merchandise, 
as well as the creators’ digital collectibles and
NFTs. $FANX spent on the marketplace is broken
down as follows:

1. 70% goes to seller
2. 25% goes to company
3. 2.5% burned
4. 2.5% goes to rewards
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carefully calculated in order to ensure there is enough liquidity for:

1. Seamless payments between creators and fans,
2. Growing the platform through partnerships with other projects and
protocols,
3. Rewarding fans and creators who use the platform.

$FANX Token Distribution

$FANX Vesting
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M FrontFanz is a female-led venture backed by content creators with over a
decade of experience in the digital entertainment space. They have a
comprehensive understanding of the pain points experienced by creators, as
well as a clear roadmap to address these problems via the FrontFanz
platform.

FOUNDER / CEO

MANAGiNG DiRECTOR
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CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

Jordanna Foxx 20+ years of experience in the Adult
Industry and has been active in the Web3 space
since 2017. She has an excellent portfolio of projects
and continues to push forward with new and cut-
throat web3 based marketing initiatives, making
concise plans and execute them accordingly.

She holds an FdA Event Management degree and
studies BA International Finance with an emphasis
on crypto and web 3 space.

Stacey Carlaa is an internationally published
model and Playboy Playmate who has grown a
sizeable online presence. Stacey has been a
content creator for over 10 years and has a deep
understanding of the pain points not being
addressed by Web2, which drove her to build a
better alternative that puts the needs of creators
at the forefront.

Liv Jem  10+ years in the Adult Industry, and 8+
years in the Accounting Industry. She has excelled
professionally aligning with Adult Web 3 projects.
Upon specialising in Blockchain Technologies two
years ago, she quickly became a native in the Adult
Web 3 space. Her passion led to Creator Experience
and Onboarding.

She holds a BComm in Accounting, with additional
diplomas in Business Admin, Marketing, and has
continued to grow her wealth of knowledge via
professional certification hours. She is currently
attending the first Web3 University.
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Andry Yanakov has 20+ years of experience in the
software development industry. He has a proven track
record of building high-quality socialable, and
maintainable software solutions across various domains,
including Creator Economy Platforms.

He holds a Masters Degree in Computer Science and has
continued to expand his expertise through various
professional certifications and training programs.LEAD 

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
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FOUNDER / 
HEAD OF TALENT
MANAGEMENT   

Daniel O’Reilly is one of the UK’s largest influencers — a
comedian, actor, musician, viral video star, and social
influencer. With a portfolio of businesses and a newfound
interest in golf, Daniel enjoys a busy lifestyle mixed with
business and pleasure.

 Daniel had his big O2 stand-up show this year and is
preparing for the upcoming releases of his new films.
Daniel is creative through and through, and enjoys being
an ambassador for a Web3 company that truly respects
creators.
 

FOUNDER / 
AMBASSADOR

Callum Baxter Callum has over a decade of experience in
the industry, including building a globally recognised
magazine and moving to digital print, as well as attaining
millions of followers online. Through his connections to
creators, it was easy to see the pain points of Web2, which
paved the way for the creation of FrontFanz and the
adoption of Web3.
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Rico is a photographer from London, from having
been infront of the cameras for many years, he used
his expertise to get behind the lens to help create
content for models and content creators. 

He covers all styles of photography from fashion to
adult xxx content, and you would usually find him on
set being part of a production team creating what
the fans want to see.

CHLOE AYRE
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PRiNCESS AMY

RiCO

HATTiE

AKA The Baby Barron has had 6  full and varied years
experience in the adult industry working in a variety
of cam houses she has an extensive network of
connections. Hattie is also a highly trained Fire
performer and lists this skill alongside fetish model
and content creator.

You will find Hattie on many of the FrontFanz AMAs

Published Model and Dominatrix Amy burst on to the
scene a little over a year ago and has made a big
impact. Very knowledgeable on the webcam side of
the business and has spent time in cam houses as
well as productions always willing to help
newcomers and veterans of the industry alike. 

You will find Amy on FrontFanz AMAs

Chloe is a seasoned adult performer and model with
multiple publications of her work.  She is well
connected and active in the music industry sourcing
models to feature in music videos as well as
managing adult entertainment venues. 

Chloe is the senior recruitment ambassador at
FrontFanz ensuring we have the hottest talent
onboard 
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S With 400+ creators already signed up, FrontFanz will be in front of millions of users
on Day One. Additionally with partnerships signed with leading talent agencies,
there is a highly scalable path for FrontFanz to onboard 30,000 new creators and
tens of millions of their fans. 

SiGNUP TODAY FOR YOUR PROFiLE
ON WWW.FRONTFANZ.COM
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T • “Adult Entertainment Market: Global Industry Analysis.”
www.researchandmarkets.com, April 2021,
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5345691/adult-entertainment-
market-type-prostitution

• “Market Study on Digital Adult Content: Enhancing Customer Interaction,
COVID-19, and Evolving Technology Fuels Demand.”
www.persistencemarketresearch.com, April 2022,
https://www.persistencemarketresearch.com/market-res earch/digital-adult-
content-market.asp.

• “Sandvine's 2023 Global Internet Phenomena Report Shows 24% Jump in Video
Traffic, with Netflix Volume Overtaking YouTube.” https://www.prnewswire.com,
January 17, 2023,
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/sandvines-2
023- global-internet-phenomena-report-shows-24-jump-in-video-traffic-
with-netflix-volume-overtaking-youtube-
301723445.html#:~:text=Video%20Responsible%20for%2065
%25%20of,65%25%20of%20all%20internet%20traffic.

 https://www.fanx.frontfanz.com/

https://www.instagram.com/frontfanz/
 
https://www.twitter.com/frontfanz

https://t.me/frontfanzofficial

For more information please reach out to
info@frontfanz.com 
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